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The Hall]Yamada structure theorem for orthodox semigroups utilizes the ortho-
 .dox semigroup H B, T , c which is built up from a band B, an inverse semigroup
T , and a morphism c from T into W rg , where W is the Hall semigroup of BB B
and g is its least inverse semigroup congruence. In this paper we cosmetically alter
 .H B, T , c and then proceed to characterize properties of this altered semigroup
 .in terms of properties of B, T , c . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1
Preliminaries
For undefined notation and terminology the reader is referred to Howie
w x7, Chap. VI . Also it should be noted that the letters B and T are used
throughout this paper to denote an arbitrary band and arbitrary inverse
semigroup, respectively.
 .  4Let U B be the semigroup D W : e, f g B with multiplication a .b se, f
< y1 <  .a u b assuming a g W , b g W . f i f .a :  i f i:i f i < e, f i, j f i f :
 w x.  .Result 1.1 Hall 4, Theorem 4 . U B is an orthodox semigroup with
  .  .4band of idempotents u : e, f g B, E e s E f .f < e:
 w x.  .Result 1.2 Pastijn and Petrich 10, Chap. 6 . Let a , b g U B with
a g W , b g W say. Thene, f i, j
 .a a R b m e s i
 .b a L b m f s j
 .  :  :c a D b m e ( i
 .d a g b m e g i, f g j and au s u bj < i < f :  e:
  .here g denotes the least inverse semigroup congruence on U B ; see Hall
w x w x.2, 3 and Yamada 11 .
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 .  .  .  y1LEMMA 1.3. For all a g U B a g W say , V a s u a u :e, f f < h < g:  e:
4 y1  y1f g g and e g h where a is the natural in¨erse of a that is, aa s id e:
y1 .and a a s id . f :
 .Proof. Suppose a 9 g V a l W for some g, h g B. Then clearlyg , h
y1  . y1a 9g a and so, by Result 1.2 d , a 9u s u a where e g h, f g g.e < f <h:  g:
 .y1  w x.But u g W and u s u see Howie 7, Proposition 2.13e < h, e e < h <h: h:  e:
and hence a 9 s u ay1 u .f < h < g:  e:
 .Conversely, let g g f and h g e in B. By Result 1.2 d ,
 y1 . y1 y1  y1 .u a u g a since u a u g W and u a u u sf < h < f < h < g , h f < h < e < g:  e:  g:  e:  g:  e: h:
y1  y1 .  y1 . wu a . Thus a g V a s V u a u , by Hall 2, Lemma 1 andf < f < h < g:  g:  e:
y1x  .Theorems 1]3 ; that is, u a u g V a .f < h < g:  e:
 .  .We define the congruence k on U B as follows: for all a , b g U B
 .a g W , b g W saye, f i, j
a k b m e R i , f L j and a g b .
 .By Result 1.2 d it is clear that
a k b m e R i , f L j and au s u b .j < i < f :  e:
  . .  .  . .LEMMA 1.4. Define V : U B rk rg ª U B rg by ak g V sB 1 1 B
 .ag where g , g are the least in¨erse semigroup congruences on U B rk ,1
 .   . .U B , respecti¨ ely. Then V is an isomorphism from U B rk rg ontoB 1
 .U B rg .
Proof. The proof of this lemma is straightforward given the observation
k : g .
  . .  4LEMMA 1.5. E U B rg s id g : b g B is isomorphic to Brg .b:
  ..  4  .Proof. Recall that E U B rg s u g : e g f in B . By Result 1.2 d ,f < e:
u g id because e g ef g f and u u s u s u id . Thusf <  e f : f < e f < e f < e f <  e f : e:  e:  f :  e:  e:
  . .   ..  4E U B rg s E U B rg s id g : b g B . Now, to see that b:
  . .  .E U B rg ( Brg , let b , b g B. Then, by Result 1.2 d ,1 2
id g id m b g b and id u s u idb : b : 1 2 b : b < b < b :1 2 1 2  b : 2  b : 21 1
m b g b and u s u1 2 b < b <2  b : 2  b :1 1
m b g b .1 2
Also
id ? id g s id u id g .  .b : b : b b b : b b b < b b b :1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2  b b b : 2 1 21 2 1
s u gb b b <2 1 2  b b b :1 2 1
s id gb b b b b b :1 2 1 2 1 2
s id g .b b :1 2
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 w x w x.  .Result 1.6 see Hall 4 and Pastijn and Petrich 10 . U B rk is
isomorphic to W , the Hall semigroup associated with B, under the mapB
 y1 .    . . ak ¬ r a , l a , where a g W . Therefore E U B rk s id k :e l f r e, f b:
4   . . .b g B and id k ¬ b is an isomorphism from E U B rk onto B.b:
 .Let S be an arbitrary orthodox semigroup. For all s g S, s9 g V s we
 :  :  .  .define u : ss9 ª s9s by ss9zss9 u s s9ss9zss9s for all z g E S .s9, s s9, s
w xBy Result 6 in Hall 4 , u g W .s9, s s s9, s9s
w x   .  . .It was established in Hall 4, Theorem 1 that s ¬ r u , l us s9 s9, s l s9s s, s9 r
 .where s9 is any inverse of s is a homomorphism from S into W whichES .
induces the greatest idempotent-separating congruence m on S. By Result
 .1.6, henceforth we can regard the Hall semigroup for B as U B rk .
  ..Therefore j : s ¬ u k is a homomorphism from S into U E S rk withs9, s
kernel m frequently j is referred to as the fundamental representation
.of S .
At this stage it is convenient to introduce the definition of Sq, where S
is again an arbitrary orthodox semigroup. Sq is defined to be the groupoid
 .  .4  . .consisting of s, s9 : s g S, s9 g V s with multiplication s, s9 t, t9 s
 . qst, t9s9 . It is readily seen that S is an orthodox semigroup.
 .  . qLEMMA 1.7. Let s, s9 , t, t9 g S . Then
 .  .  .a s, s9 m t, t9 m s m t and s9m t9
 . q  q  .q.b S is fundamental m S is fundamental in fact, S rm ( Srm
 .  .  .c s, s9 g t, t9 m s g t.
 .  . qProof. First we make the observation that V s, s9 s u, u9 g S :
 .4u g V s .
 .  .  .a Now suppose s m t and s9m t9 where s9 g V s and t9 g V t .
w xThen, by Meakin's characterization 8 of m for orthodox semigroups,
 .  .  .there exist u g V s , ¨ g V t such that for all e g E S , ues s ¨et and
 .  .  .seu s te¨ and there exist x g V s9 , y g V t9 such that for all f g E S ,
xfs9 s yft9 and s9 fx s t9 fy. Since x and s have a common inverse, namely
 .  .s9, x is g-equivalent to s and so u g V s implies u g V x . Similarly
 .  .  .  .  .y g V ¨ . Thus u, x g V s, s9 and ¨ , y g V t, t9 . Moreover, for
 .  q .  . . .  . . .all e, e9 g E S , u, x e, e9 s, s9 s ¨ , y e, e9 t, t 9 and
 . . .  . . .  .  .s, s9 e, e9 u, x s t, t9 e, e9 ¨ , y . Therefore s, s9 m t, t9 .
The proof of the converse also follows trivially from Meakin's character-
ization of m for orthodox semigroups.
 .  .  . q  .b Suppose S is fundamental. If s, s9 m t, t9 in S then, by a ,
 .  . qs m s9 and t m t9 and so s, s9 s t, t9 . Hence S is fundamental.
Now let S be an orthodox semigroup such that Sq is fundamental. Also
let s m t in S. Again by Meakin's characterization of m there exist
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 .  .  .s9 g V s , t9 g V t such that for all e g E S , s9es s t9et and ses9 s tet9.
 .  .  .  . qThus s9 g V s , t9 g V t such that s9m t9 and so s, s9 m t, t9 in S . But
Sq is fundamental and so s s t. Therefore S is fundamental.
 .  .  .  .  .  .c Suppose s, s9 g t, t9 . Then V s, s9 s V t, t9 and so s9, s g
 .  .  .4  .V t, t9 s u, u9 : u g V t . Hence s9 g V t so that s g t.
 .  .  .  .Conversely, let s g t, s9 g V s , t9 g V t . Then s9 g V t and so s9, s
 .  .  .  .  .g V t, t9 . Thus V s, s9 l V t, t9 / B and hence s, s9 g t, t9 .
q  .The next lemma suggests that the relationship between S and U B is
 .analogous to that between S and U B rk .
LEMMA 1.8. Let S be an orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents B.
q  .  .Then h : S ª U B defined by s, s9 ¬ u is a homomorphism whichs9, s
induces the congruence m.
Proof. Clearly h is well-defined. Also h is a morphism because if
 .  . qs, s9 , t, t9 g S then
s, s9 h ? t , t9 h s u ? u .  . s9 , s t 9 , t
w xs u by Pastijn and Petrich 10, Lemma 6.7t 9s9 , st
s st , t9s9 h .
s s, s9 t , t9 h . .  . .
 .  .  q.  .  .Now suppose e, e9 , f , f 9 g E S such that e, e9 h s f , f 9 h. Then
ee9 s ff 9 and e9e s f 9 f and since e g e9, f g f 9 we have that e, e9, f , f 9 all
belong to the same g-class of B. Hence e s ee9e s ff 9e s fe s fe9e s
ff 9 f s f and e9 s e9ee9 s f 9 fe9 s f 9e9 s f 9ee9 s f 9 ff 9 s f 9 and so h is
idempotent-separating; that is, h(hy1 : m.
y1  .  . q  .To see that m : h(h suppose s, s9 m t, t9 in S . By Lemma 1.7 a ,
s m t and s9m t9 and so ss9m tt9 and s9s m t9t. But m is idempotent-separating
 :  :and so ss9 s tt9 and s9s s t9t. Thus for all ss9zss9 g ss9 s tt9 ,
 .ss9zss9 u s s9ss9zss9s is m-equivalent to t9ss9zss9t. Again since m iss9, s
 .idempotent-separating, s9ss9zss9s s t9ss9zss9t s t9tt9ztt9t and hence
y1 .  .u s u ; that is, s, s9 h s t, t9 h. Therefore m s h(h .s9, s t 9, t
 . qWhen S s U B rk our understanding of S is aided by the next
  . .qlemma, which effectively shows that a typical element of U B rk is
  y1 . .ak , u a u k where e, f , g, h g B, a g W , and f g g, h g e.f < h < e, f g:  e:
 .LEMMA 1.9. Let a g W . Then the set of in¨erses, in U B rk , of ak ise, f
 y1 . 4u a u k : f g g and e g h .f < h < g:  e:
w x  .  y1 . y1  y1 .Proof. By Hall 2, Theorem 1 , V ak s E a kak a k E aka k .
y 1 y 1 < < y 1 y 1Also a .a s a u a s a a s id and a .a s f :  e:e <  f : e:
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< y1 < y1a u a s aa s id . Thus e:  f :f <  e: f :
V ak s E id k ay1 k E id k .  .  . f :  e:
s id .ay1 .id k : g g f and e g h 5 . g: h:
s id u ay1 .id k : g g f and e g h / 5 g: f < h: / g:
y1s u a u k : g g f and e g h . 5 /f < h < g:  e:
2
The following result is the quintessential structure theorem for orthodox
semigroups.
 w x.Result 2.1 Hall 5, Theorem 1 . Suppose c is an idempotent-separat-
ing homomorphism from T into W rg , the range of which contains all theB
 .idempotents of W rg . Then the Hall]Yamada semigroup S s H B, T , cB
 . 4  .s t, x g T = W : xg s tc which is a subsemigroup of T = W is anB B
orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents isomorphic to B and
maximum inverse semigroup morphic image isomorphic to T.
Conversely, if S is an orthodox semigroup with band of idempotents B
then there exists an idempotent-separating morphism u : Srg ª W rg ,B
the range of which contains all the idempotents of W rg , and such that SB
 .is isomorphic to H B, Srg , u .
Note that in Result 2.1, u : Srg ª W rg is the map sg ¬B
  .  . . r u , l u where s9 is any inverse of s if one takes W tos s9 s9, s l s9s s, s9 r B
 . .equal U B rk then u becomes the map sg ¬ u kg .s9, s
For the purposes of this paper we will restate Result 2.1 in an alterna-
tive form. To that end we shall henceforth assume that c is an idempo-
 .tent-separating morphism from T into U B rg with a range that contains
 .  .all the idempotents of U B rg . With such a c we define H B, T , c to2
be
t , R , L g T = BrR = BrL : tty1 c .  .  . . e f
s id g , ty1 t c s id g . . 4 e:  f :
 .Now, to put a suitable multiplication on H B, T , c , we require the2
following lemma:
 .LEMMA 2.2. For all t, e, f g T = B = B, W l tc is a singleton if ,e, f
 y1 .  y1 .and only if , tt c s id g and t t c s id g . e:  f :
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 .  y1 .Proof. Let t, e, f g T = B = B such that tt c s id g and e:
 y1 .t t c s id g . Also let b g tc with b g W for some i, j g B. Then f : i, j
 y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .id g s bb g s bg b g s tc t c s tt c s id g and so i:  e:
from the proof to Lemma 1.5, i g e. Similarly j g f. But clearly
 .  .u bu g W and, by Lemma 1.2 d , u bu g s bg s tc . Hencei < f < e, f i < f < e:  j:  e:  j:
W l tc / B.e, f
To see that W l tc contains no more than one element supposee, f
a , b g W l tc . Then ag s tc s bg and so u a s bu ; that is,e, f e < f < e:  f :
a s b.
 .Conversely, let t, e, f g T = B = B such that W l tc is a singleton;e, f
in fact, let a s W l tc . Then tc s ag and hence ty1 c s ay1g . Thuse, f
 y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .tt c s tc t c s a .a g s id g and t t c s t c tc s e:
y1 .a .a g s id g . f :
 .We will use t, e, f v to denote the unique element of W l tc ,e, f
when it exists. The following are three useful observations regarding this
definition.
 . 2i If z s z in T and zc s id g where e is some element of B e:
 .then z, e, e v s id because W l zc s W l id g s id . e: e, e e, e  e:  e:
 .  . y1  y1 .  . y1ii t, e, f v s t , f , e v because t, e, f v g W andf , e
 . y1  . .y1  .y1 y1  . y1t, e, f v g s t, e, f vg s tc s t c and so t, e, f v g
y1  y1 .W l t c s t , f , e v.f , e
 .  .  .   . y1 .  . . .iii t, e, f v ? u, i, j v s tu, fif t , f , e v, ifi u, i, j v v. To
see this, notice that
< y1 <t , e, f v ? u , i , j v s t , e, f v u u , i , j v .  .  .  . f i f . t , f , e.v :  i f i:i f i < f i f :
 .y1which is an element of W . Also t, e, f v ? f i f . t , f , e.v ,  i f i.u, i, j.v
 . .  .  .  .u, i, j v g s t, e, f vg u, i, j vg s tc uc s tu c and so
t , e, f v ? u , i , j v g W y1 l tu c . .  .  . f i f . t , f , e.v ,  i f i.u , i , j.v
 .  .  .Now for all t, R , L , u, R , L g H B, T , c define the producte f i j 2
 . .  .y1t, R , L u, R , L to equal tu, R , L .e f i j  f i f . t , f , e.v  i f i.u, i, j.v
 .THEOREM 2.3. H B, T , c is an orthodox semigroup with band of idem-2
potents isomorphic to B and maximum in¨erse semigroup morphic image
isomorphic to T.
Con¨ersely, if S is an arbitrary orthodox semigroup with band of idempo-
tents B then there exists an idempotent-separating morphism u : Srg ª
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 .  .U B rg , the range of which contains all the idempotents of U B rg , and
 .such that S is isomorphic to H B, Srg , u .2
Proof. Recall from Lemma 1.4 that V is an isomorphism fromB
  . .  .U B rk rg onto U B rg .
 .For the first half of the theorem, note that if c : T ª U B rg is
 .idempotent-separating with a range that is full in U B rg then clearly the
y1   . .morphism c 9 s c V : T ª U B rk rg is idempotent-separating withB
  . .  .a range that is full in U B rk rg ; that is, H B, T , c 9 is well-defined.
 .  .  .Let F : H B, T , c ª H B, T , c 9 be defined by t, R , L F s2 e f
  . .  .  .   .t, t, e, f vk for all t, R , L g H B, T , c the existence of t, e, f ve f 2
.  .  . y1is guaranteed by Lemma 2.2 . Since tc s t, e, f vg , tc V sB
 .  . .   . .t, e, f vkg and so tc 9 s t, e, f vk g ; hence t, t, e, f vk g
 .H B, T , c 9 .
 .  .  .Now suppose that t, R , L s u, R , L g H B, T , c . Thene f i j 2
 .  .t, e, f vg s tc s uc s u, i, j vg and so, since e R i and f L j, we have
 .  .   . .   . .that t, e, f vk u, i, j v. Thus t, t, e, f vk s u, u, i, j vk and F is a
well-defined map.
Our next aim is to show that F is a bijection. To this end suppose that
 .  .  .   . .t, R , L , u, R , L g H B, T , c such that t, t, e, f vk se f i j 2
  . .u, u, i, j vk . Then t s u and, by the definition of k , e R i and f L j.
 .  .Thus t, R , L s u, R , L and so F is injective.e f i j
 .  .Now suppose that t, ak g H B, T , c 9 where a g W for somee, f
e, f g B. Then
tty1 cs tty1 c 9V .  . B
s tc 9 ty1 c 9 V .  . . B
s akg ay1kg V .  . . B
s akg V ay1kg V .  .B B
s ag ay1g .  .
s a .ay1 g .
s id g , e:
 y1 .  .  .and similarly t t c s id g . Therefore t, R , L g H B, T , c . f : e f 2
 .   . .  .  .But t, R ,L F s t, t, e, f vk s t, ak because ag s akg V se f B
 .tc 9V s tc , which implies that t, e, f v and a both belong to theB
singleton W l tc . Therefore F is surjective.e, f
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 .  .To prove that F is a morphism let t, R , L , u, R , L be any ele-e f i j
 .ments of H B, T , c so that2
t , R , L u , R , L F s tu , R y1 , L F .  .  . .e f i j  f i f . t , f , e.v  i f i.u , i , j.v
s tu , tu , fif ty1 , f , e v , ifi u , i , j v vk .  .  . . . .
s tu , t , e, f v ? u , i , j v k .  . . .
s tu , t , e, f vk u , i , j vk .  . .
s t , t , e, f vk u , u , i , j vk .  . .  .
s t , R , L F u , R , L F . .  .e f i j
 .  .Since F : H B, T , c ª H B, T , c 9 is indeed an isomorphism, it fol-2
 .lows from Result 2.1 that H B, T , c is an orthodox semigroup with band2
of idempotents isomorphic to B and maximum inverse semigroup morphic
image isomorphic to T.
To prove the second half of this theorem, let S be an orthodox
 .semigroup with band of idempotents B. By Result 2.1, S ( H B, Srg , u 9
  ..where u 9 maps sg to u kg where s9 is an arbitrary element of V s .s9, s
Recall that u 9 is an idempotent-separating morphism and its range is full
  . .   . .  .in U B rk rg . Since V : U B rk rg ª U B rg is an isomorphism,B
 .u s u 9V is an idempotent-separating morphism from Srg into U B rgB
 .with a range that contains all the idempotents of U B rg . Thus
 .H B, Srg , u is well-defined and, by the first half of this proof,2
 .  .  .H B, Srg , u ( H B, Srg , u 9 . Therefore S ( H B, Srg , u .2 2
 .Note that, in this proof, S ( H B, Srg , u implies2
y1 y1S ( sg , R , L : sg sg u s id g , sg sg u s id g .  .  .  . .  .  . 5e f  e:  f :
s sg , R , L : ss9 gu s id g , s9s gu s id g ' ; s9 g V s .  .  .  . 4 .e f  e:  f :
s sg , R , L : u g id , u g id ' ; s9 g V S .  . 4 .e f s s9 , s s9  e: s9s , s9s  f :
s sg , R , L : id g id , id g id ' ; s9 g V s .  . 4 .e f  s s9:  e:  s9s:  f :
s sg , R , L : ss9g e, s9s g f ' ; s9 g V s . .  . 4 .e f
Henceforth the name ``Hall]Yamada semigroup'' shall be used generi-
 .  .cally for the semigroups H B, T , c , H B, T , c .2
  ..  .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.4. E H B, T , c s z, R , L g E T = BrR = BrL :2 e e
4  .   ..zc s id g and l : z, R , L ¬ e is an isomorphism from E H B, T , c e: e e 2
onto B.
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 .  .Proof. Clearly z, R , L is an idempotent in H B, T , c if zc se e 2
id g . e:
 .   ..  .2  .Suppose t, R , L g E H B, T , c . Then t, R , L s t, R , Le f 2 e f e f
 2 .  .  y1 .y1and so t , R , L s t, R , L . Since t , f , e v is f e f . t , f , e.v  e f e. t, e, f .v e f
 :  :  . y1 .an isomorphism from f onto e and fef t , f , e v R e, it follows
that fef R f. Similarly efe L e. Therefore e g f and so e R ef L f. Hence
t , R , L s t , R , L , where t s t 2 . .  .e f e f e f
 .Now consider the map l. Clearly l is well-defined. Let z, R , L ,e e
 .   ..y, R , L g E H B, T , c such that e s i. Then R s R , L s L andi i 2 e i e i
zc s id g s id g s yc . Since c is idempotent-separating, z s y and so e:  i:
 .  .z, R , L s y, R , L . Hence l is injective.e e i i
 .Let e g B. Then id g g U B rg and since the range of c contains all e:
 .the idempotents of U B rg there exists z g T such that zc s id g . By e:
 .  .Lallement's lemma we can take z g E T . Thus z, R , L ge e
  ..  .E H B, T , c and z, R , L l s e. Hence l is surjective.2 e e
 .  .   ..Finally let z, R , L , y, R , L g E H B, T , c . Thene e i i 2
z , R , L y , R , L l s zy , R , L l .  .  . .e e i i e i e i ei
s zy , R , L l .ei ei
s ei
s z , R , L l y , R , L l. .  .e e i i
  ..Therefore l : E H B, T , c ª B is an isomorphism.2
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.5. Let t, R , L , u, R , L g H B, T , c . Thene f i j 2
 .  .  y1 . 4a V t, R , L s t , R , L : g g f and h g e in Be f g h
 .  .  .b t, R , L R u, R , L m R s Re f i j e i
 .  .  .c t, R , L L u, R , L m L s Le f i j f j
 .  .  .d t, R , L D u, R , L m t D ue f i j
 .  .  .e t, R , L g u, R , L m t s ue f i j
 .  .  .f t, R , L s u, R , L m ts ue f i j T
  . .s , s denote the least group congruences on H B, T , c , T , respecti¨ ely .T 2
Proof.
 .  y1 .  .a First notice that t , R , L g V t, R .L . Hence, by a resultf e e f
w xdue to Hall 2, Theorem 1 ,
V t , R , L .e f
s E ty1 , R , L t , R , L ty1 , R , L . .  . /f e e f f e
=E t , R , L ty1 , R , L .  . /e f f e
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s E ty1 t , R , L ty1 , R , L E tty1 , R , L . .  .f f f e e e
s ty1 t , R , L ty1 , R , L tty1 , R , L : g g f and h g e . 5 .  .g g f e h h
s ty1 , R , L tty1 , R , L : g g f and h g e . 5 .g e h h
s ty1 , R , L : g g f and h g e 5 .g h
  .  .recall that E x denotes the rectangular band D-class of B contain-
.ing x .
 .  .  .  . y 1 .b t , R , L R u , R , L m t , R , L t , R , L se f i j e f g h
 . y1 .u, R , L u , R , L for some g g f , h g e, k g j, l g i in Bi j k l
m tty1 , R , L s uuy1 , R , L .  .e h i l
m tty1 , R , L s uuy1 , R , L .  .eh eh i l i l
m tty1 s uuy1 , eh R il , and eh L il
m t R u and eh s il
m t R u and e R i .
But e R i implies t R u because if e g i then, by Lemma 1.5, id g id e:  i:
  ..  y1 .  y1 . y1 y1 in E U B and so tt c s uu c ; thus tt s uu since c is
.idempotent-separating and therefore t R u.
 .  .c This is proved using the dual argument to b .
 .  .  .  .d Suppose t, R , L D u, R , L so that there exists ¨ , R , L ge f i j g h
 .  .  .H B , T , c su ch th at t , R , L R ¨ , R , L an d2 e f g h
 .  ..  .  .  .¨ , R , L L u, R , L . From the proof of b , t, R , L R ¨ , R , Lg h i j e f g h
 .  .« t R ¨ and similarly ¨ , R ,L L u, R , L « ¨ L u. Therefore t D u.g h i j
Conversely, suppose t D u so that t R ¨ L u for some ¨ g T. Then
y1 y1  y1 .  y1 . y1 y1tt s ¨¨ and so ¨¨ c s tt c s id g . Also ¨ ¨ s u u and so e:
 y1 .  y1 .  .  .¨ ¨ c s u u c s id g . Thus ¨ , R , L g H B, T , c . Moreover, j: e j 2
 .  .  .  .it is clear from b and c that t, R , L R ¨ , R , L ande f e j
 .  .  .  .¨ , R , L L u, R , L . Therefore t, R , L D u, R , L .e j i j e f i j
 .  .  .  .e Suppose t, R , L g u, R , L . Then V t, R , L se f i j e f
 .  y1 . 4  y1 .V u, R , L and so t , R , L : g g f , h g e s u , R , L : k g j,i j g h k l
4 y1 y1l g i . Thus t s u and so t s u.
 .  .  .Conversely, suppose t, R , L , u, R , L g H B, T , c such that t se f i j 2
 y1 .  .  y1 .  y1 .u. Let t , R , L g V t, R , L . Then id g s t t c s u u c sg h e f  f :
 .id g and so, by Lemma 1.5, f g j. But, by a , g g f and so g g j. Similarly j:
y1 y1  .  y1 .  .h g i. Clearly u s t and hence, by a , t , R , L g V u, R , L .g h i j
 .  .Therefore V t, R , L l V u, R , L / B and so, by Hall's characteriza-e f i j
 w x.  .  .tion of g Hall 2, Theorems 2, 3 , t, R , L g u, R , L . Note thate f i j
 .  .t, R , L g ¬ t is, in fact, an isomorphism from H B, T , c rg onto T.e f 2
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 .  .f Let S s H B, T , c and let s , s , s be the least group2 srg T
congruences on S, Srg and T , respectively. Clearly s : srg becausesrg
 .  .Srg r srg ( Srs implies that srg is a group congruence on Srg .
But
ag , bg g srg « a, b g s .  .
« eae s ebe for some e s e2
« eg ag eg s eg bg eg
« ag , bg g s . srg
w xby a characterization of s due to Meakin 9 . Thus
t , R , L s u , R , L m t , R , L g srg u , R , L g . .  .  .  .e f i j e f i j
m t , R , L gs u , R , L g . .  .e f srg i j
 .Now, since t, R , L g ¬ t is an isomorphism from Srg onto T , it followse f
 .  .  .that t, R , L gs u, R , L g m ts u. Clearly then H B, T , c rs (e f srg i j T 2
Trs .T
Now we turn our attention to determining exactly when two
 .  .Hall]Yamada semigroups H B , T , c , H B , T , c are isomorphic.2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Let d be an isomorphism from a band B onto a band B . Then clearly1 2
²  .  .there exists a unique isomorphism d : U B ª U B generated by d1 2
 . ²  y1 . <in the following way: if u g W e, f g B then ud s d ud g ed :e, f 1
²²  .  .W . Also we can define an isomorphism d : U B rg ª U B rg byed , fd 1 2
 . ²²  ².  .ug d s ud g for all u g U B , and we define an isomorphism1
  . .   . .  . .  ². .d ** : U B rk rg ª U B rk rg by uk g d ** s ud k g for all1 2
 . ²² y1u g U B . Note that d s V d **V .1 B B1 2
 w x.Result 2.6 Hall 6, Theorem 2 . Take any bands B , B , inverse1 2
semigroups T , T and idempotent-separating morphisms c : T ª1 2 1 1
  . .   . .U B rk rg and c : T ª U B rk rg , the ranges of which contain1 2 2 2
  . .   . .the idempotents of U B rk rg and U B rk rg , respectively. Then1 2
 .  .H B , T , c is isomorphic to H B , T , c if, and only if, there exist1 1 1 2 2 2








U B rk rg U B rk rg .  . .  .1 2
that is, such that c s «y1 c d **.2 1
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 .  y1 .Remark 2.7. We have seen that H B , T , c ( H B , T , c V and2 1 1 1 1 1 1 B1
 .  y1 .  .  .H B , T , c ( H B , T , c V . Hence H B , T , c ( H B , T , c2 2 2 2 2 2 2 B 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 21
if, and only if, there exist isomorphisms d : B ª B and « s T ª T1 2 1 2
y1 y1  y1 .such that «c V s c V d **; that is, such that «c s c V d **V2 B 1 B 2 1 B B2 1 1 2
s c d ²².1
3
In this section we examine the greatest idempotent-separating congru-
 .ence m on H B, T , c as well as the full regular subsemigroups of2
 .H B, T , c .2
Suppose B, T are a band and inverse semigroup respectively and
 .c : T ª U B rg is an idempotent-separating homomorphism such that
 .  .ran c is full in U B rg . Recall that H B, T , c is well-defined and, by2
  ..Lemma 2.4, E H B, T , c is isomorphic to B under the map l :2
 .z, R , L ¬ e. In the comments immediately preceding Result 2.6 wee e
²    ...observed that there exists a unique isomorphism l : U E H B, T , c ª2
 .U B generated by l. The following lemma provides a useful description of
² ²  .ql when the domain of l is restricted to the image of H B, T , c under2
 .h as defined in Lemma 1.8 .
 .  y1 ..  .qLEMMA 3.1. For all t, R , L , t , R , L g H B, T , c ,e f g h 2
t , R , L , ty1 , R ,L hl² s t , eh , fg v . . .  . /e f g h
Proof. Recall that
t , R , L , ty1 , R , L hl² .  . /e f g h
s u y1 l² t , R , L . ,  t , R , L .g h e f
y1 < y1y1s l u l . t , R , L . t , R , L ..l: / t , R , L . ,  t , R , L . e f g hg h e f
 . y 1 ..  y 1 .Clearly t, R , L t , R , L l s tt , R , L l s eh ande f g h e h e h
 y1 . ..  y1 .  :t , R , L t, R , L l s t t, R , L l s gf. Let b g eh . Theng h e f g f g f
bly1 u y1 l t , R , L . ,  t , R , L .g h e f
s z , R , L u y1 l for some z g E T .  .b b  t , R , L . ,  t , R , L .g h e f
s ty1 , R , L z , R , L t , R , L l .  . . /g h b b e f
s ty1 z , R , L t , R ,L l . . /hb. t , h , g .v b e f
s ty1 zt , R , L l .hb. t , h , g .v b e. t , e , f .v
s g be t , e, f v . .  . .
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This last equality holds because
hb t , h , g v be t , e, f v s g ehbe t , e, f v g be t , e, f v .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
s g ehbebe t , e, f v .  . .
s g be t , e, f v . .  . .
But
b t , eh , gf v s gf ebe t , e, f v gf .  .  . .
s g be t , e, f v fgf .  . .
s g be t , e, f v .  . .
 .  .because t, eh, gf vg s tc s t, e, f vg .
Diagram 3.2.
l 6E H B, T , c B . .2
6 6
²h lq 6 6 .  .H B, T , c U E H B, T , c U B . . .
6 6 6
2 2
p h hk k
j 6 6 .  .H B, T , c U E H B, T , c rk U B rk . . .2 2
THEOREM 3.3.
 .  .  .  ..  .  .a In H B, T , c , t, R , L m u, R , L m t, e, f v k u, i, j v2 e f i j
m tc s uc , R s R , L s L . .e i f j
 .  .  .q ²b H B, T , c rm ( H B, T , c hl k2 2
s t , e, f vk : tty1 c s id g , ty1 t c s id g . .  .  . 4 e:  f :
 .  .  . y1c H B, T , c rm ( H B, Trx , w , where x s c (c , w :2 2
tx ¬ tc .
Proof.
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 . w xa By Meakin's characterization 8 of m on an orthodox semigroup
 .  .t, R , L m u, R , Le f i j
y1 .  .  .  .m t, R , L m u, R , L and there exist t , R , L g V t, R , L ,e f i j g h e f
y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .u , R , L g V u, R , L such that t , R , L m u , R , Lk l i j g h k l
y1 y1m t, R , L , t , R , L m u, R , L , u , R , L by Lemma .  .  . .  . /e f g h i j k l
 .1.7 a
y1 y1m t, R , L , t , R , L h s u, R , L , u , R , L h, since, .  .  . .  . /e f g h i j k l
by Lemma 1.8,
q .h : H B, T , c ª U E H B, T , c has kernel m . . .2 2
y1 ² y1 ² .  ..m t, R , L , t , R , L hl s u, R , L , u , R , L hl since .  . /e f g h i j k l
²l is an isomorphism
 .  .m t, eh, gf v s u, il, kj v by Lemma 3.1
 .  .« t, e, f v k u, i, j v
 .  .  .  .since t, e, f v k t, eh, gf v s u, il, kj v k u, i, j v.
 .  .Moreover, suppose t, e, f v k u, i, j v. Then e R i, f L j and so there
exist g, h, k, l g B such that e g h, i g l, g g f , k g j, eh s il and gf s kj.
 .  .  .  .  .Also t, eh, gf v k t, e, f v k u, i, j v k u, il, kj v and so t, eh, gf v s
 .  .  .  .  .u, il, kj v. Therefore t, R , L m u, R , L m t, e, f v k u, i, j v.e f i j
 .b Define a map
N : H B , T , c rm ª t , e, f v k g U B rk : tty1 c .  .  .  .2
s id g , ty1 t c s id g . 4 e:  f :
 .  .  .  .  .by t, R , L m N s t, e, f vk for all t, R , L g H B, T , c . From ae f e f 2
it is easy to show that N is an isomorphism.
 .  .  .c Define a map M : H B, T , c rm ª H B, Trx , w by2 2
 .  .  .  .t, R , L m M s tx , R , L for all t, R , L g H B, T , c . Clearly ife f e f e f 2
 y1 .  y1 .   .y1 .  y1 .tt c s id g and t t c s id g then tx tx w s tt xw s e:  f :
 y1 .  .y1 .  y1 .  y1 .tt c s id g and tx tx w s t t xw s t t c s id g . Also e:  f :
t , R , L m u , R , L m t , e, f v k u , i , j v .  . .  . .e f i j
m e R i , f L j, t , e, f v g u , i , j v .  .
m e R i , f L j, tc s uc
m tx , R , L s ux , R , L . .  .e f i j
Thus M is well-defined and injective.
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 .  .  y1 .  y1 .If tx , R , L g H B, Trx , w then tt xw s id g and t t xw se f 2  e:
 y1 .  y1 .  .id g and so tt c s id g and t t c s id g and hence t, R , L f :  e:  f : e f
 .g H B, T , c . Therefore M is surjective.2
 .  .To see that M is a morphism suppose t, R , L and u, R , L aree f i j
 .elements of H B, T , c . Then2
t , R , L m u , R , L m M s tu , R y1 , L mM .  .  . .e f i j  f i f . t , e , f .v  i f i.u , i , j.v
s tu x , R y1 , L . . f i f . t , e , f .v  i f i.u , i , j.v
and
t , R , L m M u , R , L m M. .  . .  .e f i j
s tx , R , L ux , R , L .  . .e f i j
s tx ux , R y1 , L . . f i f . tx , e , f .v  i f i.u x , i , j.v
 .  .  .But tx , e, f v g W l txw s W l tc s t, e, f v and ux , i, j v ge, f e, f
 .  . y1  . y1W l uxw s W l uc s u, i, j v and so t, e, f v s tx , e, f vi, j i, j
 .  .and u, i, j v s ux , i, j v. Therefore M is a morphism.
 . y1COROLLARY 3.4. H B, T , c is fundamental if , and only if , c (c s2
1 .T
 .Proof. Suppose H B, T , c is fundamental, and let t, u g T such2
 .  .that tc s uc . Also let e, f g B such that t, R , L g H B, T , c . Thene f 2
y1  .y1  .y1 y1  y1 .  y1 .t c s tc s uc s u c and so uu c s tt c s id g and e:
 y1 .  y1 .  .  .u u c s t t c s id g . Hence u, R , L g H B, T , c . Now f : e f 2
 .  .  .  .t, e, f vg s tc s uc s u, e, f vg and so t, e, f v k u, e, f v. Thus, by
 .  .  .  .Theorem 3.3 a , t, R , L m u, R , L . But H B, T , c is fundamentale f e f 2
 .  . y1and so t, R , L s u, R , L . Therefore t s u and c (c s 1 .e f e f T
y1  .  .Conversely suppose c (c s 1 and let t, R , L m u, R , L inT e f i j
 .  .  .  .H B, T , c . Then, by Theorem 3.3 a , t, e, f v k u, i, j v. Hence e R i,2
 .  . y1f L j, and tc s t, e, f vg s u, i, j vg s uc . Since c (c s 1 , t s uT
 .  .  .and so t, R , L s u, R , L . Therefore H B, T , c is fundamental.e f i j 2
The final theorem of this section deals with the possible structures of
 .the full regular subsemigroups of H B, T , c .2
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let H B, T , c be a well-defined Hall]Yamada semi-2
 .group. Then S is a full regular subsemigroup of H B, T , c if , and only if ,2
 < .S s H B, W, c where W is a full regular subsemigroup of T.W2
Proof. Let W be a full regular subsemigroup of T. First we show that
 < . <  .H B, W, c is well-defined. Clearly c : W ª U B rg is a well-W W2
 .defined idempotent-separating morphism because so is c : T ª U B rg .
  . .   . .Let id g g E U B rg . Since E U B rg : ran c there exists z g T e:
such that zc s id g . By Lallement's lemma we can take z to be an e:
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 .idempotent. But W is full in T and so z g E W . Therefore the range of
<  .  < .c contains all the idempotents of U B rg and so H B, W, c isW W2
well-defined.
 < .  .Clearly H B, W, c is a subsemigroup of H B, T , c sinceW2 2
<w , R , L g H B , W , c . . We f 2
y1 < y1 <« ww c s id g and w w c s id g .  .W W e:  f :
« wwy1 c s id g and wy1 w c s id g .  . e:  f :
« w , R , L g H B , T , c . . .e f 2
 .   .. 2Also, if z, R , L g E H B, T , c then z s z and so z g W ande e 2
<  .  < .  < .zc s id g ; thus z, R , L g H B, W, c and hence H B, W, cW W W e: e e 2 2
 .  < .is full in H B, T , c . Therefore H B, W, c is a full regular subsemi-W2 2
 .group of H B, T , c .2
 .Conversely, suppose S is a full regular subsemigroup of H B, T , c . Let2
  . 4W s t g T : t, R , L g S for some e, f g B . Clearly W is a subsemi-e f
 .group of T. Moreover, since S is regular and by Lemma 2.5 a , we have
 .  y1 .that t, R , L g S implies t , R , L g S for some g, h g B. Thus We f g h
is inverse.
 .  .   ..Let z g E T . Then z, R , L g E H B, T , c for some e g B ande e 2
 .  .so z, R , L g S, since S is full in H B, T , c . Thus z g W and W is ae e 2
full regular subsemigroup of T. Hence, from the first half of this proof, it
 < .is clear that H B, W, c is well-defined.W2
 < .  .It remains to show that S s H B, W, c . First let t, R , L g S.W2 e f
 y1 . <  y1 . <Then t g W and tt c s id g and t t c s id g . ThusW W e:  f :
 .  < .  < .t, R , L g H B, W, c and so S : H B, W, c . Now letW We f 2 2
 .  < .w, R , L g H B, W, c . Since w g W there exist i, j g B such thatWe f 2
 .  y1 .  y1 .w, R , L g S. Also ww , R , L , w w, R , L are idempotents ini j e e f f
 .  y 1 .  y 1 .H B, T , c and so ww , R , L , w w, R , L g S. Hence2 e e f f
 y1 . . y1 .  y1 .ww , R , L w, R , L w w, R , L g S. But id g s ww c se e i j f f  e:
 y1 .id g and id g s w w c s id g and so, by Lemma 1.5, e g i and i:  f :  j:
f g j. Therefore
wwy1 , R , L w , R , L wy1 w , R , L . .  .e e i j f f
s w , R y1 , L wy1 w , R , L .  . ei e.w w , e , e.v  i e i.w , i , j.v f f
s w , R , L wy1 w , R , L .  .e j f f
s w , R y1 , L y1 . j f j.w , j , e.v  f j f .w w , f , f .v
s w , R , L .e f
 .and so w, R , L g S.e f
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4
The first lemma of this section lays the foundation for our analysis of
 .the lattice of idempotent-separating congruences on H B, T , c .2
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let H B, T , c be a well-defined Hall]Yamada semigroup.2
 .Then S is a full regular self-conjugate subsemigroup of H B, T , c with2
 < .S : ker m if , and only if , S s H B, W, c where W is a full regularW2
 y1 .self-conjugate subsemigroup of T and W : ker c (c .
Proof. First, suppose S is a full regular self-conjugate subsemigroup of
 .  < .H B, T , c such that S : ker m. By Theorem 3.5, S s H B, W, c W2 2
where W is a full regular subsemigroup of T.
For the proof that W is self-conjugate in T let w g W, t g T. Then
 .  .  .w, R , L g S and t, R , L g H B, T , c for some e, f , g, h g B.e f g h 2
 y1 .  .  .Clearly t , R , L g V t, R , L in H B, T , c and so, since S ish g g h 2
 .  y1 . . .self-conjugate in H B, T , c , t , R , L w, R , L t, R , L g S. Thus2 h g e f g h
ty1 wt g W.
 y1 .To see that W : ker c (c let w g W and take e, f g B such that
 .  .  .w, R , L g S. Since S : ker m, w, R , L m z, R , L for some z ge f e f b b
 .  .E T , b g B such that zc s id g . Thus, by Theorem 3.3 a , wc s zc .b:
 y1 .Hence w g ker c (c .
Conversely, let W be a full regular self-conjugate subsemigroup of T
 y1 .  < .such that W : ker c (c . By the proof to Theorem 3.5, H B, W, c W2
is a well-defined Hall]Yamada semigroup. In fact, by that same result,
 < .  .H B, W, c is a full regular subsemigroup of H B, T , c .W2 2
 < .  .Now we will show that H B, W, c is self-conjugate in H B, T , cW2 2
 .  < .and contained in ker m. To that end, let w, R , L g H B, W, c ,We f 2
 .  y1 .  .t, R , L , t , R , L g H B, T , c such that i g h, j g g. Theng h i j 2
 y1 . . .  y1 .t , R , L w, R , L t, R , L s t wt, R , L for some x, y g Bi j e f g h x y
y1  y1 .and, since W is self-conjugate in T , t wt g W. Hence t wt, R , L gx y
 < .  < .H B, W, c and so H B, W, c is self-conjugate.W W2 2
 .  < .  y1 .Finally let t, R , L g H B, W, c . Since W : ker c (c , tc s zcWe f 2
 .  .   . .for some z g E T , and hence t, e, f vg s tc g E U B rg . By Lalle-
 .ment's Lemma, t, e, f vg s u g for some g g h in B, and so, by Resulth < g:
 .  .  .1.2 d , u t, e, f v s u u with e g g and f g h. Thus t, e, f v se < h < f < g:  g: h:
 .u u u s u because e g g g h g f in B and hence t, e, f vg sg < h < f < f < e:  g: h:  e:
 .  .u g s id g with e R ef L f . Therefore t, e, f v k id sf <  e f :  e f : e:
 .  .  .y, ef , ef v for some y g E T and so, by Theorem 3.3 a ,
2 .  .  .  .t, R , L m y, R , L s y, R , L . Hence t, R , L g ker m.e f e f e f e f e f e f
Now let S be an arbitrary orthodox semigroup. Let K denote the set
K g S : K is a full self-conjugate regular subsemigroup of S and K :
4  .ker m and for all K g K let u denote the relation s, t g S = S : thereK
 .  . 4exist s9 g V s , t9 g V t such that ss9 s tt9, s9s s t9t, and st9, s9t g K .
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 w x.Result 4.2 Feigenbaum 1, Theorem 3.3 . Let S be an orthodox
semigroup. If K g K then u is an idempotent-separating congruence onK
S with kernel K. Conversely, if u is an idempotent-separating congruence
on S then ker u g K.
Furthermore, the maps K ¬ u and u ¬ ker u are mutually inverseK
lattice isomorphisms between K and the lattice of idempotent-separating
congruences on S.
 .In the case of S s H B, T , c it follows from Lemma 4.1 that K s2
  < .H B, W, c : W is a full self-conjugate regular subsemigroup of T suchW2
 y1 .4  < .that W : ker c (c . Moreover, if K s H B, W, c g K thenW2
 .  .t, R , L u u, R , L if, and only if, there exist g g f , k g j, h g e, l g i ine f K i j
B such that
t , R , L ty1 , R , L s u , R , L uy1 , R , L , .  .  . .e f g h i j k l
ty1 , R , L t , R , L s uy1 , R , L u , R , L .  . . .g h e f k l i j
and
t , R , L uy1 , R , L , ty1 , R , L u , R , L g K . .  . .  .e f k l g h i j
 .  .Thus t, R , L u u, R , L if, and only if,e f K i j
tty1 s uuy1 , R s R , L s L ,e i h l
ty1 t s uy1 u , R s R , L s L ,g k f j
y1 y1   .  .  .  ..and tu , t u g W for some g g E f , k g E j , h g E e , l g E i .
 .  .. 4 Hence u s t, R , L , u, R , L : R s R , L s L and tu u . HereK e f i j e i f j W
 . y1 y1 y1 y1u denotes the relation s, t g T = T : ss s tt , s s s t t andW
y1 y1 4 y1  y1 .st , s t g W . Since c (c : m and also since W : ker c (c
it follows that W : ker m and so, by Result 4.2, u is an idempotent-W
.separating congruence on T with kernel W.
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let H B, T , c be a well-defined Hall]Yamada semi-2
 .group. Then the lattice of all idempotent-separating congruences on H B, T , c2
is isomorphic to the lattice of all idempotent-separating congruences on T
contained in c (cy1.
In fact, if u is such a congruence on T then the map Q : u ¬W W
 .  .. 4t, R , L , u, R , L : R s R , L s L , tu u is a lattice isomorphisme f i j e i j f W
 .onto the lattice of idempotent-separating congruences on H B, T , c .2
c  .Proof. Let L T s dom Q, the lattice of idempotent-separating con-
gruences on T contained in c (cy1. Using Result 4.2 we will first show
c  . that L T s u : W is a full regular self-conjugate subsemigroup of TW
 y1 .4 such that W : ker c (c . Let u be in the r.h.s set. Since ker c (W
y1 .c : ker m, by Result 4.2, u is an idempotent-separating congruenceW
on T. Now suppose that tu u. By the definition of u , tuy1, ty1 u g WW W1y1 y1  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .and so tu , t u g ker c (c ; that is, tu c s zc and t u c s yc
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for some z s z 2, y s y2. Thus tc s zc uc and so uc s tc yc s
 .zc uc yc . Hence tc s zc zc uc yc s zc uc yc s uc and so
tc (cy1 u. Therefore u : c (cy1.W
c  . Conversely, let u g L T . By Result 4.2, ker u g K : T : K is a full
4self-conjugate regular subsemigroup of T and K : ker m and u s u .ker u
Clearly if t g ker u then tu z s z 2 and so tc (cy1 z s z 2 for some z g T.
 y1 . Thus t g ker c (c . Therefore u s u g u : W is a full self-ker u W
 y1 .4conjugate regular subsemigroup of T and W : ker c (c . This proves
c  . that L T is precisely the set u : W is a full regular self-conjugateW
 y1 .4subsemigroup of T and W : ker c (c .
c  .  < .Now let u g L T . Then, by Lemma 4.1, H B, W, c is a fullWW 2
 .regular self-conjugate subsemigroup of H B, T , c such that2
 < .H B, W, c : ker m. Hence, by Result 4.2 and the observations immedi-W2
 .  ..ately following Result 4.2, u s t, R , L , u, R , L : e R i,H B, W , c < . e f i j2 W
4  .f L j, tu u is an idempotent-separating congruence on H B, T , c withW 2
 < . c  .kernel H B, W, c . Clearly then Q is well-defined as a map from L TW2
 .into the lattice of idempotent-separating congruences on H B, T , c .2
For the proof that Q is injective, let u , u be such that u sW V H B, W , c < .2 W
u . Suppose tu u. Then tc s uc and ty1 c s uy1 c and soH B, V , c < . W2 V
 y1 .  y1 .  y1 .  y1 .tt c s uu c and t t c s u u c . Hence there exist e, f g B
 .  .  .such that t , R , L , u , R , L g H B , T , c . C learlye f e f 2
 .  .  .  .t, R , L u u, R , L and so t, R ,L u u, R , L .e f H B, W , c < . e f e f H B, V , c < . e f2 W 2 V
Thus tu u. Similarly u : u . Therefore Q is injective.V V W
To see that Q is surjective, let u be an idempotent-separating congru-
 .  < .ence on H B, T , c . By Result 4.2 and Lemma 4.1, ker u s H B, W, c W2 2
where W is a full self-conjugate regular subsemigroup of T and W :
 y1 .  . y1 y1ker c (c . Also, by Result 4.2, u s t, u g T = T : tt s uu ,W
y1 y1 y1 y1 4t t s u u and tu , t u g W is an idempotent-separating congru-
 y1 . y1ence on T. But ker u s W : ker c (c and so u : c (c . ThusW W
c  .u g L T . Now we will show that u Q s u s u . By ResultW W H B, W , c < .2 W
 < .4.2, ker u s H B, W, c . Hence u and u have theWH B, W , c < . 2 H B, W , c < .2 W 2 W
same kernel and, since both congruences are idempotent-separating, it
follows that u s u . Therefore Q is surjective.H B, W , c < .2 W
Finally we will show that Q is a morphism. Since we have demonstrated
that Q is a bijection we need only show that u : u if, and only if,V W
C .u Q : u Q for all u , u g L T . ButV W V W
u : u m ker u : ker uV W V W
m V : W
< <m H B , V , c : H B , W , c .  .V W2 2
m ker u : ker uH B , V , c < . H B , W , c < .2 V 2 W
m u : u .H B , V , c < . H B , W , c < .2 V 2 W
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C .Therefore Q is an isomorphism from L T onto the lattice of idempo-
 .tent-separating congruences on H B, T , c .2
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